(a) Reproduce all the activities demonstrated in the tutorials.

(b) Do a web search on LaTeX tutorial and go through the first few hits.

(c) Go through the link https://tug.org/tutorials/tugindia. We will refer to the tutorial in this page as Tug India Tutorials. At this link, the source files are also given.

(d) Do a web search on LaTeX spoken tutorial and go through the first few hits.

(e) Locate the wiki page for LaTeX on https://spoken-tutorial.org

(f) Locate the study plan page for LaTeX on https://spoken-tutorial.org

(g) Write a letter with 10pt, 11pt and 12pt and compare the output.

(h) In the place of itemize and enumerate, use description. If required, do a web search and find out the usage.

(i) Mark a copy of the letter written in this tutorial also to your principal.

(j) Write a letter to your friend about your dream job.